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Abstract: Finding the cost-optimal battery size in the context of parcel delivery with Electric Vehicles
(EVs) requires solving a tradeoff between using the largest possible battery (so as to maximize the
number of deliveries over a given time) and the relative costs (initial investment plus the unnecessary
increase of the truck weight during delivery). In this paper, we propose a framework for the optimal
battery sizing for parcel delivery with an electric truck; we implement an electric truck simulator
including a nonlinear battery model to evaluate revenue, battery cost, charging cost, and overall
profit for annual delivery. Our framework finds the cost-optimal battery size for different parcel
weight distributions and customer location distributions. We analyze the effect of battery sizing on
the profit, which is up to 56%.
Keywords: electric truck delivery; cost-optimal battery sizing; framework; EV powertrain model;
dynamic battery model; battery aging model; battery depreciation cost

1. Introduction
Electric Vehicles (EVs) are expected to progressively replace conventional Internal Combustion
Engine Vehicles (ICEVs) because of their high energy efficiency and zero Green House Gas (GHG)
emission. Recently, the landscape of EVs has extended to domains such as electric racing cars, buses,
and trucks, generating new application domains and new problems. The case of electric trucks is
particularly interesting as trucks account for about 60% of the overall freight transportation [1]. Tesla
announced that electric trucks will replace ICE trucks in the near future because of several merits of
electric propulsion with respect to traditional propulsion [2].
This work focuses on the problem of parcel delivery on a small/medium geographical scale (city
or district, less than a 100 km × 100 km area). In this context, interesting economic tradeoffs related
to the battery sizing arise. While a larger battery size guarantees a longer driving range and thus
the delivery of as many packages as possible during working hours, on the other hand, a too large
battery increases the total vehicle weight, which causes higher energy consumption. On the other
hand, if the battery size is reduced by decreasing the number of battery cells in parallel, the total
current of the battery pack decreases because of the reduced weight. However, the amount of current
drawn from each battery cell becomes larger. The battery State Of Charge (SOC) decreases quickly,
and discharging efficiency is reduced for a battery with low SOC [3]. Furthermore, a relatively high
discharging current on each battery cell accelerates battery aging by increasing the number of charging
and discharging cycles, resulting in replacing the battery earlier. Therefore, it is important to identify
the optimal battery size for a given delivery task so as to maximize overall profit including battery
and management cost because battery efficiency, aging, and purchasing cost strongly depend on the
battery size.
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The design optimization of the electric vehicle has been studied for a long time [4–7]. Vehicle
simulators have been used to estimate the energy consumption by a given combination of vehicle
components such as battery and motor size. From the energy consumption and related design setup,
design frameworks estimate the overall initial vehicle investment cost, management cost by battery
charging, and battery replacement cost by battery aging issue. However, most previous work focused
on the vehicle design on a few given driving profiles and rarely considered the relationship between
the overall profit and delivery missions. For example, we can deliver more packages with a lager
battery, which increases the revenue by paying more electricity cost. Furthermore, the revenue and cost
vary depending on the weight of the packages and the area of delivery coverage. Modern automobile
manufacturing systems allow multiple different trims such as battery size on the same assembly line.
For example, Tesla suggests several trims (standard range, long range, and performance) for the same
Model 3. Therefore, users can choose the optimal trim for their purpose.
In this paper, we propose a framework to determine the optimal battery sizing for an EV truck for
a given set of delivery tasks. The framework relies on accurate models of (i) the power flow, specifically
of the EV powertrain, of battery discharge, and battery aging and (ii) the total revenues, which includes
a battery cost and a charge electricity cost model, both depending on the resulting power flow. One
important variable in our evaluation is the number of working hours, which sets an upper bound to
the number of deliveries in a day and limits even further the need for excessively large batteries.
We report results for various delivery request profiles having various distributions of package
weight and delivery distance, as well as different numbers of daily working hours. We find the
optimal battery size improving the profit up to 56% for the same delivery request, and we also identify
configurations for which profit becomes negative.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the motivation for framework for the
optimal battery sizing for parcel delivery with an electric truck. Section 3 introduces the background
and presents related work. Section 4 describes the system model of our proposed framework, which
includes the general scenario of our method, electric truck power models, and cost models for delivery.
Section 5 presents the details of the delivery problem. Sections 6 describes the implementation and
simulation results of the optimal battery sizing methods by delivery requests, working hours, the time
horizon, and in the case study. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
2. Motivation
Consider a scenario in which we have a (possibly infinite) number of deliveries to be served in a
pre-defined order over a given time horizon T (e.g., a day, month, or year). We want to analyze the
economic balance of the delivery considering that we have at most a number Twh of hours per day
available for delivery; at the end of the working hours, the battery is fully re-charged to 100% before
the start of the next day. The costs involved are (1) the battery purchase cost plus its depreciation and
(2) electricity cost for battery re-charge (we did not consider the vehicle purchase cost, as we assumed
the fleet was already present). Revenues come from shipping fees.
Suppose now that we want to explore how costs and revenues change for different battery sizes
B. A pictorial view of the analysis is reported in Figure 1, referring to some value of T.
Initially, for small values of B, only a small number of deliveries can be completed over a day
(Region I); in this region, increasing the battery size will progressively allow completing more deliveries
(linear increase of revenues), at the price of a linear increase in the battery cost, essentially due to
purchase cost.
The battery depreciation factor increases moderately in this region; as a matter of fact, as the
battery capacity is limited, the truck will deliver as many packages as possible and arrive at the depot
at the end of the service. Therefore, each day approximately corresponds to one entire cycle (The actual
charging cost will exhibit a more irregular profile. Figure 1 just reports the qualitative trend).
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Figure 1. Motivational example.

When reaching some battery size Bx , we will deliver the maximum amount of packages allowed
by the working hours constraint Twh . After this point, increasing the battery size will not increase the
revenue, which will saturate. Apparently, as a result of a larger battery, the cost should increase and
thus the profit (revenue minus total cost) decrease accordingly. However, as the number of delivered
packages is constant (the analysis refers to a given internal T), the pre-defined delivery schedule will
deplete this larger battery less, and the vehicle will arrive at the depot with more residual charge.
Therefore, one working day will correspond to an increasingly smaller fraction of a charge cycle. As
a result, the total battery cost will decrease because of (i) a smaller depreciation (smaller number of
equivalent charge cycles) and (ii) a smaller re-charge cost (the truck arrives with more residual charge).
There is however another variable to consider in this analysis: a larger battery will increase the
total vehicle weight (vehicle + payload) and thus its power consumption, thus depleting the battery
more. Thus, the benefits from having a larger battery described above are progressively lost as we
increase the battery size: after some value, the increase in vehicle power consumption will start
decreasing the residual charge at the end of the service, and total cost will start increasing again.
The bottom line is that, as revenue stays constant and total cost has a minimum, there will be an
optimal battery size that maximizes the profit; this is the area highlighted in the oval on the profit
curve and the objective of our work.
3. Background and Related Work
There have been several research works deriving optimal vehicle designs using model-based
vehicle simulators. The work in [4] proposed a design optimization methodology for a fuel cell
powered hybrid and plug-in hybrid electric bus. There were various size candidates for electric motors,
fuel cells, and battery packs in a library, which included specifications of each component. The authors
performed vehicle driving simulations by changing the electric motor, fuel cell, and battery pack to
estimate CO2 emission, fuel, and investment cost. Using the genetic algorithm, they looked for the
best component combination minimizing the emission and cost.
The work in [5,6] considered a battery aging issue in the battery design methodology. The authors
proposed design methodologies for optimal sizing of the Hybrid Energy Storage System (HESS) used
in an electric vehicle to minimize both of the total HESS cost and battery degradation for a given
driving profile. As the size of supercapacitor increases, the battery aging is reduced by decreasing
the battery cycle time. However, the total storage cost increases. On the other hand, a small size of
the supercapacitor increases the amount of battery usage during the vehicle driving, so the battery
degradation increases, which accelerates the battery degradation. The authors derived the Pareto front
in terms of total HESS cost and the battery state of health.
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The work in [7,8] analyzed the cost-of-ownership of a medium-duty hybrid electric truck business
considering initial investment cost, fuel economy, and battery replacement cost by battery degradation.
The proposed framework in [8] explored a design space on various engine and electric motor power,
the size of the battery, payload, etc., under some given driving cycles. The framework estimated the
above overall costs and payback period by a given revenue in each component combination. The
authors in [7] minimized the total cost-of-ownership of fuel cell powered trucks by changing the size
of hydrogen storage and battery capacity. The optimization was done under minimum acceleration,
top speed, and driving range constraints.
Most previous work considered only a given driving cycle to estimate the battery cycle time
and cost of ownership. In the truck delivery problem, the driving cycle is changed by the number
of deliverable packages and related delivery route, which depend on the size of the battery. A truck
with a larger battery pack can drive a longer distance with heavier payloads and increases delivery
revenue. Furthermore, previous work did not consider the nonlinearity of lithium-ion battery. The
battery efficiency is highly affected by the amount of a load current and determined by the number
of parallel connections of the battery pack. In addition, the battery degradation reduces the battery
capacity and total amount of deliverable packages.
Compared with the previous work, we propose a new framework for the optimal battery sizing
by delivery tasks. We implement a daily driving cycle based on delivery tasks and battery size.
Based on the driving cycle, the framework calculates annual revenue, battery cost, and overall profit.
To estimate the battery cost and electricity cost accurately, we use models of nonlinear lithium-ion
battery discharging and aging characteristics.
4. System Modeling
4.1. System Model
We considered a scenario where we had a fleet of EV trucks and a set of delivery tasks, and we
wanted to choose an optimally-sized battery for a given truck based on its list of delivery tasks (Figure
2).

Truck i
delivery list

Packages
(distance,
weight)
Assignment
/scheduler

EV trucks

w1, d1
w2, d2
….
….

Battery
calculator

optimal battery
size for truck i

Figure 2. General scenario of our method.

We did not consider here the issue of the scheduling and/or the assignment of packages to trucks,
but rather assumed that our tool operated downstream of such an assignment algorithm. This was not
a limitation, as it allowed running any existing algorithm to determine a good schedule according to
different metrics [9].
Our cost-optimal battery size calculator (shown in the rounded rectangle in figure) took therefore
a list of delivery tasks (weight and distance from a depot) and considered each truck independently of
the others. Notice that the tool took two parameters: the overall time horizon of the analysis T and the
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number of daily working hours TW H , which were essential to perform the economical assessment that
determined the battery size. It was therefore assumed that, for each truck, a list of deliveries long
enough to cover T was available from the scheduler.
Notice however that this latter requirement did not imply knowing in advance the whole delivery
schedule for the entire horizon T. The task list could be generated dynamically and added to the task
list as a log file. As a matter of fact, our method did not aim at altering the delivery route, but it just
determined the optimal battery pack to use for a given truck. Therefore, it was sufficient that the
delivery list for a single day be provided to our sizing algorithm at the beginning of the service, which
a pretty reasonable requirement for a typical logistic scenario.
4.2. Power Consumption Models
4.2.1. Electric Truck Powertrain Model
When a vehicle drives on a road, four resistances act on the vehicle: rolling resistance FR , gradient
resistance FG , inertia resistance FI , and aerodynamic resistance FA . Power consumption to overcome
the resistances Pres is a function of torque T and angular speed ω. All resistances except FA are linearly
proportional to vehicle mass m.
Pres = Tω = Fds/dt = ( FR + FG + FI + FA )v
FR ∝Crr mg, FG ∝ mgsinθ, FI ∝ ma, FA ∝

1
ρC Av2 .
2 d

(1)

Practical power consumption by electric motors PEV is the sum of the power to overcome the resistances
Pres and power loss Ploss from the motor rotation [10]. The PEV depends on the total weight of EV m,
road slope θ, vehicle speed v, and acceleration a:
PEV = Pres + Ploss = f (m, θ, v, a).

(2)

4.2.2. Non-Linear Dynamic Battery Model
The model of the battery pack must be able to account for the load current and SOC variations of
the usable battery capacity accurately. A single cell was modeled with a circuit-equivalent model that
considered the capacity dependency on the current magnitude and dynamics [3]. The circuit-equivalent
model as shown in Figure 3 consisted of a battery lifetime model on the left-hand side and a battery
voltage model on the right-hand side, respectively. In the battery lifetime model, a capacitor C
represented the battery capacity, and a current generator Ibatt represented load current. Two voltage
generators Vlost ( f load ) and Vlost ( Iload ) were used to consider dependencies on the amount and frequency
of the load current. Both a larger amount and higher frequency of the load current decreased the state
of charge (SOC). Battery voltage Vbatt on the right-hand side was then calculated based on the SOC
and battery internal resistance and capacitance.
On the right-hand side, a voltage-controlled voltage generator expressed the non-linear
dependence of battery open-circuit voltage Voc (SOC). The RC network modeled the battery impedance,
by exposing a series resistance R(SOC) that modeled the internal resistance and two RC blocks tracking
the short-term (RS , CS ) and long-term (R L , CL ) time constants of a step response.
From this battery cell model, we built a battery pack model by simply scaling all parameters
according to the series/parallel connection. Even though there were some mismatches on the
connection, this battery pack model was still more accurate than a linear model that neglects
state-dependent battery characteristic.
Given this model, we tracked the battery SOC and battery voltage Vbatt by applying the drawn
power (as current and voltage waveforms) from the electrical motors. In the most general case, there
was a non-ideal power conversion between the electrical motor and the battery. In this case, we
assumed a constant conversion efficiency, i.e., Pbatt = Pmotor · η.
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Figure 3. Adopted circuit-equivalent model for the battery cell.

4.3. Cost Models
4.3.1. Battery Depreciation Model
Effective number of cycles Ncyc is the amount of charging and discharging energy divided by a
nominal battery capacity Qnom . As Ncyc increases, battery capacity decreases because of the battery
aging effect. If the battery capacity becomes less than the minimum battery capacity, the battery should
be replaced with a new one by paying battery cost. Battery depreciation cost Cdepr is used to reallocate
the overall battery cost over the life span of the battery, which depends on the charging and discharging
of the battery. Therefore, Cdepr is a function of Ncyc , which is Ncyc divided by a product of the maximum
charging and discharging cycles of the battery Ncyc,max and an average battery replacement cost Cbatt .
The equations of Ncyc and Cdepr are:

RT
Ncyc =

0

| I (t)|dt
Ncyc
and Cdepr =
.
2Qnom
Ncyc,max Cbatt

(3)

4.3.2. Electricity Charging Model
There are several battery charging models and optimal battery charging and management methods
considering battery degradation [11,12]. However, in this paper, we mainly focused on electricity
charging cost and used a simple battery charging model to calculate charging cost easily.
The electricity charging cost Celec for n deliveries is:
n

Celec =

∑ DODi Qnom Vbatt Cunit

(4)

i =1

where DODi , Vbatt , and Cunit are a battery’s depth of discharge for the ith delivery, a battery pack’s
voltage, and the average unit cost for electricity, respectively.
4.3.3. Delivery Revenue Model
In the most general case, the delivery revenue is a non-decreasing function of parcel weight (more
typical), delivery distance, or a combination of both; i.e., for the ith delivery, Crev,i = f (wi , di ). Our
framework did not make any assumption on the type of function.
5. Delivery Problem
Figure 4 describes the delivery and battery sizing algorithm. It took as inputs (1) the list T =
[τ1 , . . . , τn ] of the n delivery tasks, where a task τj is characterized by a package weight w j and a
location in terms of its coordinates x j and y j in a plane; (2) the overall time horizon T and the working
hours bound Twh .
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IN:

- T = { t1,…, tn}
//n delivery tasks: each characterized as tj = (wj, xj, yj)
- [smin,smax] // a list of battery size
- T = delivery time horizon (days)
- Twh = working hours/day

OUT:

- Cprof,opt and sopt

1. foreach battery_size sk Î [smin,smax]
2.
pT = { }
//total tasks delivered during period T
3.
foreach day di Î T
4.
pi = { } //tasks to be delivered during a day i
5.
SOCi = 100% and Di = 0
6.
while SOCi > SOCmin & Di < Twh
7.
pi ¬ pi È tj
//fetch a task from T
8.
update SOCi and Di after delivering pi
9.
endwhile
10.
pT ¬ pT È pi
11.
endfor
12.
Ncyc,k = Ncyc,k (pT), Cdepr,k = Cdepr,k(Ncyc), Crev,k = Crev,k (psum)
13.
Cprof,k = Crev,k - Cdepr,k - Celec,k
14.
if Cprof,k > Cprof,opt
15.
Cprof,opt = Cprof,k, sopt = sk
16.
endif
17. endfor
Figure 4. Delivery tasks.

The objective of this algorithm is to estimate the profits of the delivery business C pro f by battery
size; this is achieved by simulating the whole delivery schedule T for different battery sizes within a
given range [smin , smax ]. For each battery size sk (Line 1), the total set of delivered tasks over T p T is
calculated by accruing the deliveries completed pi in each day di . The truck departs from the depot
and returns to the depot after delivering as many packages as possible pi as allowed by the given
battery capacity and working hour of a day (Lines 6 to 9). A delivery task τi can be accomplished as
long as the battery SOC SOCi > SOCmin and the total daily driving time Di < Twh . As soon as one of
these two conditions does not hold, the daily delivery is considered as over, and we start processing
the next day. Notice that Line 5 is reset to 100% (i.e., the battery is re-charged by the start time of the
next day) and Di to 0.
After determining delivery schemes for the number of days covered by T, we calculate Ncyc,k ,
Cdepr,k , and Crev,k for the current battery size sk (Line 12). C pro f ,k is obtained from Crev,k subtracted by
the sum of Cdepr,k and Celec,k (Line 13). If C pro f ,k is higher than current maximum profit C pro f ,opt , we
update the current optimal battery size sopt . The process is then restarted for another battery size.
6. Simulation Results
6.1. Simulation Setup
6.1.1. Powertrain Model
We adopted a powertrain model of a Tesla Semi truck from [9]. The coefficients of Equation (2)
were obtained from an implementation of an ADVISOR (Advanced vehicle Simulator) vehicle model
and variable regression by a number of simulations as described in [10]. The powertrain consisted of
four Model 3 electric motors; each motor was a three-phase AC permanent magnet electric motor, with
a maximum power of 192 kW from 4700 to 9000 RPM, and the maximum torque was 410 Nm below
4500 RPM, respectively [13,14].
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6.1.2. Battery Model
We assumed that four electric motors were powered by four battery packs. Each battery pack
was composed of four modules that were connected in series; each module consisted of Panasonic
NCR18650B 3400 mAh lithium battery cells arranged in a 24 series configuration [15]. The number of
parallel connection in a module was variable in the following simulations. Table 1 specifies nominal
and cut-off voltages of each cell, each module, and the whole battery pack.
Table 1. Electrical parameters of the battery pack.
Parameters
Nominal Voltage
Cut-off voltage

Cell

Module

Whole Pack

3.6 V
2.75 V

86.4 V
66.0 V

345.6 V
264.0 V

We built our single cell battery discharging model based on the measurement data by adopting the
method described in [3]. We assumed battery cells in the pack to be ideally balanced in the following
experiments, then built the battery pack model as described in Section 4.2.2.
6.1.3. Battery Aging and Replacement
There are various battery aging models considering the prediction of calendar and cyclic modes.
In this paper, we chose a simple battery cyclic aging model using a lookup table as a function of
charging and discharging cycles. This lookup table-based aging model was good enough to estimate
the decrease in battery capacity and replacement cycle. The battery health degraded by the number of
full charging/discharging cycles, which was specified in the datasheet of Panasonic NCR18650B: the
cell capacity decreased from 3400 mAh to 2250 mAh after 500 full charge-discharge cycles, after which
the replacement of the battery pack was recommended. Replacement of one battery module in Model
3 cost from 5 k–7 k USD according to a comment by Elon Musk [16]. Based on this datum, we assumed
that the average cost for the replacement of one battery cell Cbatt as ≈ 5.5 USD.
6.1.4. Charging Costs
Since the available time for re-charge was longer than 12 hours, we assumed a Level 2 charging in
the depot. We used a constant electricity rate of 0.1 USD/kWh, which was the average charging cost in
the U.S.; a fixed cost was reasonable as the charging should occur systematically at night time. In any
case, our framework could be easily extended to consider other electricity cost models (e.g., time of
day).
6.1.5. Delivery Revenue
We adopted a shipping rate from Deutsche Post DHL [17] specified in Table 2. In the case of
delivery distance, we assumed that all requests were “local” deliveries; thus, revenue did not depend
on distance. Again, we could easily incorporate a distance-dependent delivery cost should distances
increase.
Table 2. Shipping rate of Deutsche Post DHL [17].
Package Weight

Revenue

Package Weight

Revenue

Less than 0.5 kg
Less than 1.0 kg
Less than 2.0 kg
Over 20 kg

EUR 11.9
EUR 12.9
EUR 14.9
EUR 45.9

Less than 5.0 kg
Less than 10 kg
Less than 20 kg

EUR 20.9
EUR 25.9
EUR 30.9
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6.2. Impact of Delivery Requests on Profit
In this first simulation, we considered T = 1 year and Twh = 12 hours and evaluated the annual
profits with respect to battery size for a set of different delivery tasks.The deliveries referred to:

800

800

600

600

Populatioin

Populatioin

• a set of customer locations in four different areas of 20 × 20 km, 30 × 30 km, 50 × 50 km,
and 70 × 70 km, with (x,y) coordinates uniformly distributed within the relative ranges;
• a set of package weights, according to two distributions in the [0,30 kg] range: uniform
and half-normal, in order to account for the case in which the majority of deliveries consisted
of light packages and heavy ones were the exception. Figure 5a,b shows the two weight
distributions used.

400
200
0

0

10

20

30

400
200
0

0

10

Weight (kg)

(a)

20

30

Weight (kg)

(b)
Figure 5. Package weight distributions.

For the estimation of the truck power consumption, we assumed that the movements between
destinations all occurred at a constant speed representing an average speed in the area of delivery;
specifically we used 20.76 km/h, which was the average rush-hour speed on urban arterial streets in
San Francisco [18]. Despite being an approximation (speed variations had some impact on the battery
energy consumption), for the purpose of our analysis, the assumption was reasonable. Moreover,
adding time-dependent speed values would yield results too dependent on the specific speed profile.
Our framework could anyway be adapted to actual speed traces or estimates using traffic-aware
navigation data (e.g., as done in [10]).
Finally, to take into account also the dependency on input data, we generated 10 instances of the
delivery task set T .
Figure 6 shows the simulation results. The figure shows eight plots: the four in the left column
refer to the half-normal package weight distribution and the ones in the right column to the uniform
weight distribution. Rows, from top to bottom, refer to different delivery areas: 20 × 20 km, 30 × 30 km,
50 × 50 km, and 70 × 70 km, respectively. Each plot contains 10 curves, one for each different task set.
The scale of the battery size on the X-axis is given as the number of battery cells. Each tick corresponds
to 40 cells in parallel. Labels are however given in kAh for a numeric equivalent in terms of capacity.
The first observation was that all curves exhibited the shape of the conceptual one in Figure 1;
As the delivery area became larger (from Figure 6a–d), annual profit obviously decreased, since
the number of customers that could be visited during a day was reduced. As the gap between revenue
and battery depreciation cost became smaller because of decreasing annual revenue (as in the case of
larger delivery areas), the effect of an appropriate battery sizing on the annual profit became more
important. For instance, in Figure 6h, the choice of an optimal battery size yielded a profit that could be
from 37% to 95% (depending on the specific instance) larger than the one achieved using the maximum
battery size (which would be the intuitive choice, as a result of larger delivery areas).
Concerning the impact of weight distribution, it was clear that, for a given delivery area, profits
were higher when the average weight was larger, as in the uniform case. For the semi-Gaussian case,
profits became losses regardless of the battery size and of the task set instance.
The most interesting result was that, independent of the weight distribution or delivery area,
the maximum profit was for all cases approximately in the same region around 1500 Ah (marked as
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a red rectangle). Although for smaller delivery areas (Figure 6a,b,e,f), one could be tempted to opt
for the smallest possible size just after the “saturation” of the profit (e.g., around 800Ah for these
four scenarios), this was not the true optimum: our analysis already included the investment and
obsolescence cost of the battery.
The average profit gain with respect to using the maximum battery size ranged from 3% up to
56% depending on the scenario. The minimum gain was obtained from Figure 6a and the maximum
gain from Figure 6h.
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Figure 6. Annual profits by distributions of package weight and customer location.

In general, profit by an optimally-sized battery was observed when the battery size was enough
for a delivery during working hours because, as shown in Figure 1, revenue saturated after the knee
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point of the curve, and in this region, it was the battery depreciation cost that affected the overall profit.
The battery depreciation cost was smallest when the total driving distance was shortest. Because the
truck kept driving during working hour (neglecting the short unloading time), the total driving
distance was determined by working hour. Therefore, the optimal battery size was approximately the
same for a given value of TW H .
6.3. Annual Profit by Working Hours

1,000 USD

A key parameter in our analysis was the value TW H . We clearly expected that profits would
increase as we extended this value as more requests could be accomplished over a given interval T.
On the other hand, as trucks had to re-charged and battery capacity was limited, we could not increase
TW H arbitrarily since there was a limit to the time between re-charge.
Figure 7 plots the annual profits by battery size from six working hours to 12 working hours.
For simplicity, we refer to a specific instance of the cases described in the previous section, namely a 50
× 50 km delivery area using the half-normal distribution of package weights.
We can see that the optimal battery size differed with TW H and expectedly decreased with
shortened working hour windows. The optimal battery sizes maximizing the profit were 1.0 kAh, 1.1
kAh, 1.2 kAh, and 1.4 kAh when the working hours were 6, 8, 10, and 12, respectively. For example, 1.0
kAh was the optimal battery size for TW H = 6, significantly smaller than the 1.4 kAh of the 12 h case.
6 working hours
10 working hours

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

8 working hours
12 working hours

Maximum
profit

0.1 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.8 1.9 2.0
Battery size (kAh)
Figure 7. Annual profit by working hour.

6.4. Dependency on the Time Horizon
Another interesting parameter to be considered is the time horizon T. Intuitively, benefits will
increase for larger values of T; however, we should also take into account that smaller battery sizes and
increased time horizon might incur a need for one or more replacements of the battery pack, which
would clearly impact the cost analysis. This issue was not considered in the analysis carried out in
Section 2.
We generated thus a number of delivery problems with the value of T of one week, one month,
one year, and several years; as before, for each T, we generated 10 random instances and estimated
the profit by battery size. In this simulation, we considered that customer locations were uniformly
distributed in a 50 km by 50 km area with a set of half-normal package weight distribution.
Figure 8 shows the profit as a function of battery size, for the different T’s. When T ≤ 1 year (from
Figure 8a–d, the trend was similar, just the total accrued benefit scaled proportionally; the optimal
battery size resulted in about 200–400 $ profit for T= 1 week, 500–2200$ for 1 month, 5–9 k$ for 6
months, and 13–20 k$ for 1 year.
As we increased T to values that might result in wearing out of the battery (typically after 2-3
years, corresponding to approximately 1000 charge cycles), the shape of the profit curve changed.
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Depending on the battery size, one or more replacements might be needed. When T = 3 years,
as shown in Figure 8e, the battery needed to be replaced if its size was smaller than 1.2 kAh. If we
increased T to five years (Figure 8f), two replacements were needed for sizes smaller than 1.1 kAh
and one replacement for size smaller than 2.3 kAh. These events resulted in dips in the profit curves,
which were more evident when a larger battery was replaced, and that caused the presence of local
minima and maxima.
This analysis made our framework even more useful, as it made the result less trivial. For instance,
in Figure 8f, the two local maxima (around B ≈ 1 kAh and B ≈ 1.5 Ah) have similar profit values (≈ 80
k$) in spite of requiring two replacements for the first case and only one in the second case. In this case,
other considerations might apply (e.g., using a smaller battery might be preferred for some reason).
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Figure 8. Profit comparison when (a) T < 1 week, (b) T < 1 month, (c) T < 6 months, (d) T < 1 year,
(e) T < 3 years, and (f) T < 5 years, respectively.

6.5. Case Study: Delivery Problem in Real Roads
In the previous section, the distribution of the locations was synthetically generated in order
to allow for an exploration of the different parameters. In this section, we show the application of
the framework to a real case, consisting of a set of locations taken from a map and for which actual
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distances and road traffic were taken into account. Only the package set was still generated randomly
in the [0,30kg] range of the half-normal distribution. The destinations of the delivery were limited to
towns or cities in a province.
6.5.1. Extraction of Road and Traffic Information
We used the Piedmont region in Italy as the delivery destinations. There are 10 destinations in
Figure 9a including a depot. The depot marked as a red circle was assumed as a UPS delivery center in
Torino. There were several route options connecting destinations to each other. Among them, the most
recommended one by Google Maps was picked. We extracted the distance of each route and the
related driving time. The practical distance of the route and driving time were different by direction.
The driving time depended on the time of day. Therefore, we implemented one distance matrix and
several driving time matrices by time slots. The average distance of the roads was 44 km, and the
average time for driving the roads was 51 min.
Figure 9b shows the average time by time slots. Average driving time increased from 07:00 to
09:00 and 17:00 to 19:00 because of rush hour. Therefore, the number of deliveries during rush hour
was less than that during other time slots. If we did not consider road traffic, the average driving time
was 46 minutes.

60
Driving time
(min.)

Without traffic

55
50
45
40

07:0009:00
09:0011:00
11:0013:00
13:0015:00
15:0017:00
17:0019:00
19:0021:00

Piemonte
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Time zone (HH:MM)
(b)

(a)
Figure 9. Delivery problem on real roads: (a) destinations for deliveries and (b) average driving time
for moving between destinations.

6.5.2. Simulation Results
Figure 10 shows the overall profit of the delivery business by battery size in different working
hours. Different colors mean different working hours. In each working hour, there is the optimal
battery size maximizing overall profit. The maximum profits without consideration of traffic were 11
kUSD, 16 kUSD, 19 kUSD, and 21 kUSD, respectively. The graphs of the profit shift in the Y direction
as we increase the working hours. However, the degree of the shift gradually decreases because the
depreciation cost increases more steeply by working hour.
If we considered road traffic, the number of deliveries decreased because of increased driving
time. Profit in each working hour also decreased as 8 kUSD, 13 kUSD, 15 kUSD, and 16 kUSD by
working hours.
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Figure 10. Profit comparison by delivery working hour when (a) we do not consider road traffic and
(b) we do consider road traffic.

7. Conclusions
A careful battery sizing for electric truck delivery is essential to maximize overall profit
considering battery efficiency and degradation. In this work, we proposed a framework for the
optimal battery sizing for parcel delivery with an electric truck that included characterizations of (i)
vehicle powertrain efficiency, (ii) battery efficiency and degradation, and (iii) delivery requests. We
solved the battery sizing problem by maximizing overall profit and analyzed the relationship among
delivery payload, battery equivalent cycles, and related battery cost. Our framework could be used
for an analysis of the business feasibility under a range of battery sizes and delivery requests. We
could estimate the profitability of the delivery business after battery sizing. In addition, our work
could be extended as the subject of future work. The profitability could be different under autonomous
driving condition. In this case, battery charging time and charging type become concerns instead of
working hours.
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